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  Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm 

   AUSTRALIAN  BANKNOTES 

   PRIVATE  BANK  ISSUES 

   3065 
  New South Wales,   Bill of Exchange, G.Blaxcell, handwritten, 
Sydney, March 20th 1812, two hundred and fi fty pounds, 
payable to Captain Joseph James, on or before 24th June 
1812. Accompanied by a printed form of a notice of protest 
printed by George Howe, Sydney, 1813, signed by Ellis 
Bent, Judge Advocate of the Territory of New South Wales, 
showing that Blaxcell had not paid by 16th August 1813.   
Stained on right and left hand side, good fi ne and extremely 
rare.  (2)  

 $1,000 

   

3066* 
  New South Wales,   Bill of Exchange, G.Blaxcell, handwritten, 
Sydney, July 13th 1812, two hundred and fi fty pounds, 
payable to Captain Joseph James, on or before 24th 
September 1812. Accompanied by a printed form of a notice 
of protest printed by George Howe, Sydney, 1813, signed 
by Ellis Bent, Judge Advocate of the Territory of New South 
Wales, showing that Blaxcell had not paid by 16th August 
1813.   Stained on right hand side, good fi ne and extremely 
rare.  (2) 

 $1,000 

     

 3067* 
  The Australian Bank of Commerce Limited,   Sydney, New 
South Wales, uniface printer's proof, fi ve pounds, black and 
white, on card, Sydney, 1st Jany. 1910 (fully printed), imprint 
of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London.   Extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $3,000 

     

 3068* 
  The Australian Bank of Commerce Limited,   black and 
white printer's proof, uniface, fi fty pounds, Sydney, 1st Jany. 
1910, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co Ld, London (MVR 
1).   Stained, small tears in margins, otherwise extremely fi ne 
and rare.   

 $2,000 

     

 3069* 
  Australian Joint Stock Bank,   New South Wales, one pound 
printer's proof, uniface, black and white, on paper, Grafton, 
18- (c1862), payable on demand, 'here or in Sydney' 
imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London, Patent Hardened 
Steel Plate, SPECIMEN stamped in Manager reserve, '6th 
November 1862' written in pencil bottom margin (MVR 
1b).   Extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $1,000 
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 3070* 
  Australian Joint Stock Bank,   ten pounds printer's proof, 
uniface, black and white, on paper, Armidale, 18- (c1859), 
imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London, Patent Hardened 
Steel Plate, SPECIMEN stamped in Director/Manager 
reserve, '28th January 1859' written in pencil bottom margin 
(MVR 1b).   Tiny tear in left margin, tape marks on back, 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 3071* 
  Australian Joint Stock Bank,   specimen one pound, Brisbane, 
1st January 1884, B 50001/B 100000 (MVR 2a), imprint 
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Engravers &c London., 
perforated specimen B.W. & Co.   Wider left margin, nearly 
uncirculated and very rare.   

 $6,000 

     

 3072* 
  Australian Joint Stock Bank,   uniface black and white 
printer's proof one pound of back only, Sydney, imprint of 
Perkins Bacon & Co Ld London (MVR 4a).   With 7mm tear 
top left, extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

     

 3073* 
  The Bank of Australasia,   two pounds printer's proof, 
uniface, black and white, on card, Parramatta, 18-, imprint 
of Perkins, Bacon & Petch, London, Patent Hardened Steel 
Plate, SPECIMEN stamped horizontally and vertically in 
Manager reserve (MVR unlisted).   Some marks on back, 
otherwise extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $1,500 

     

 3074* 
  The Bank of Australasia,   printer's proof on card, fi ve pounds, 
Adelaide 18- (1838-60) (MVR-), stamped specimen twice.   
Scuffed and foxed, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $800 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 166). 

     

 3075* 
  The Bank of Australasia,   type two, second issue, printer's 
proof on card, ten pounds, Brisbane, cut corners, three 
perforations to cancel, pencilled lower right margin 'January 
1881' (MVR 2b).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $800 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 367). 
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 3076* 
  The Bank of Australasia,   printer's proof on card, fi fty pounds, 
Brisbane, 17 April 1889, cut corners, three perforations to 
cancel, pencilled in signature reserve 'March 11 1889' (MVR 
2c).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $800 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 368). 

     

 3077* 
  The Bank of Australasia,   one pound, Melbourne, 1st July 
1897, 067,652, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co Ld London 
(MVR 2c).   Flat, staining on back, otherwise good fi ne and 
rare.   

 $3,500 

     

 3078* 
  Bank of Australia,   lottery ticket for the disposal of unsaleable 
assets of the bank, ticket 4655, issued to J.F.Morriset, Sydney, 
19th day of October 1848, signed by the directors, imprint 
H C Jervis (MVR p65).   Good fi ne.   

 $800 

 The Government objected to the second lottery on the 9th of April 1849. See 
the Nicholson Collection Sale 49 (lot 1519) and Sale 79 (lot 2880). 

     

 3079* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   fi ve pounds printer's proof, 
uniface, black and white, on paper, Mudgee, 18- (c1858), 
imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London, Patent Hardened 
Steel Plate, SPECIMEN stamped in Manager reserve, '16th 
April 1858' written in pencil bottom margin (MVR 7a iii).   
Good extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 3080* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   Newcastle, fi ve pounds, uniface 
printer's proof on paper, not dated (18-- printed), stamped 
SPECIMEN in Manager reserve, imprint of Perkins Bacon & 
Co London, Hardened Steel Plate, 'from this to Goulburn 8th 
Augt 1862' in pencil in Manager reserve (MVR 7c).   Paper 
thinning due to remnants of glue spots on back corners, three 
small edge tears, otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $900 

     

 3081* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   Ipswich, fi ve pounds, uniface 
printer's proof on paper, not dated (18-- printed), stamped 
SPECIMEN in Manager reserve, imprint of Perkins Bacon & 
Co London, Hardened Steel Plate, '11th April 1862 altered to 
this' in pencil in bottom margin (MVR 7c).   Good extremely 
fi ne and very rare.   

 $900 
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 3082* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   Rockhampton, fi ve pounds, 
uniface printer's proof on paper, not dated (18-- printed), 
stamped SPECIMEN in Manager reserve, imprint of Perkins 
Bacon & Co London, Hardened Steel Plate, '16th Ap 1862' 
in pencil in bottom margin (MVR 7c).   Extremely fi ne and 
very rare.   

 $900 

     

 3083* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   twenty pounds printer's proof, 
uniface, black and white, on paper, Kyneton, 18- (c1858), 
imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London, Patent Hardened 
Steel Plate, SPECIMEN stamped in Manager reserve, 'to 
this May 1858' written in pencil bottom margin (MVR 
7c).   Several small tears in top margin, glue marks on back, 
otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 3084* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   uniface printer's proof, black 
on white, for twenty pounds, Sandhurst, 18 (MVR 7c), 
imprint Perkins Bacon & Co. London Patent Hardened 
Steel Plate, overprinted specimen and pencilled from this in 
signature reserve.   Cut corner, mounted on card otherwise 
good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 

 Ex Spink Christies Melbourne Sale, 23rd May 1995, Perkins Bacon Archive 
(lot 512). 

     

 3085* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   uniface printer's proof, red on 
white, fi fty pounds, no domicile, 19 - imprint Charles Skipper 
and East London (MVR 7F).   Uncirculated and rare.   

 $2,500 

     

 3086* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   one pound, Sydney, 2nd October 
1900, 192151 (MVR 7f).   Nearly fi ne/very good and rare.   

 $2,000 
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 3087* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   one pound, Sydney, c1901, 
464720 (MVR 7f).   Tone spots and staining, date and 
signatures faded, postmark 'Kiandra, Ap 3 1903' on back, 
nearly fi ne and scarce.   

 $1,750 

Extremely Rare Issued and Cancelled 
One Hundred Pounds 1910   

 

  

 3088* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   Sydney, one hundred pounds, [1st] 
day of [April] 19[10], numbered 577, signed by J.Dearson 
and entered by S.Gray, imprint of Charles Skipper & East, 
London, with cancellation holes (MVR 8).   Some soiling, 
otherwise nearly very fi ne and extremely rare.   

 $35,000 

     

 3089* 
  Bank of Queensland Limited,   fi fty pounds, Brisbane -, 
(c1864) uniface printer's proof on thick paper (MVR 1).   
Glue tip marks on back corners, otherwise uncirculated and 
extremely rare.   

 $6,000 

 Ex Stanley Gibbons London Sale November 1978 (lot 3). 

     

 3090* 
  Bank of Van Diemens Land,   Half a Spanish-Dollar, Hobart 
Town, 182-, No.-, unissued (MVR 1) watermarked paper 
BVDL monogram.   Quarter folds with tiny pin holes along 
folds, two small tears at top and bottom edges, stains at 
bottom, otherwise nearly very fi ne and very rare.   

 $1,000 

 The plates for this note are believed to have been engraved by the convict 
Thomas Bock. The fi rst notes were issued on 15 March 1824, in Macquarie 
Street, Hobart. 

     

 3091* 
  The Bank of Van Diemens Land Limited,   one pound, Hobart 
1st July 1881, No 96140 (MVR 4).   An unissued remainder, 
crisp good very fi ne.   

 $1,500 
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 3092* 
  Bank of Van Diemen's Land,   Ltd. (In Liquidation) Grand 
Lottery ticket No 19086 for one pound issued to Colin 
Johnston, 1893, imprint McCarron, Stewart & Co., Printers, 
Brisbane, ink rubber stamp of Tattersall's Lottery Van 
Diemen's Land.   Very fi ne.   

 $300 

 The ticket should generate some interest as it is very unusual to conduct 
a lottery to realise the assets of a bank, indeed any company. The ticket is 
also a key part of the historical development of Tattersall's in Tasmania. 
The following is taken from the Wikipedia entry for George Adams, the 
Tattersall's founder: "When the Bank of Van Diemen's Land Ltd, Hobart, 
went into liquidation in 1893, the directors decided to raffl e the bank's 
assets. They made them into a lottery, 300,000 tickets at one pound each. 
The fi rst prize was the bank building itself and the land on which it was 
built on Miller's Corner, Hobart. Second prize was Hadley's Orient Hotel, 
which was owned by the bank. All other prizes consisted of a long list of 
bank properties in various places. Tickets were fully taken up. Incidentally, 
this lottery, the fi rst in Tasmania, was conducted by George Adams. It was 
because of its sucess that George Adams was inspired to inaugurate his 
famous Tattersall's Consulation." 

     

 3093* 
  Bank of Victoria,   printer's proof on copper plate envelope, 
one pound, Melbourne, 18-, imprint Sands & McDougall 
Engravers Melbourne, value TEN (sic) above (MVR-).   Very 
fi ne and interesting.   

 $700 

 Probably an attempt to get the printing contract in the 1850s. 

     

 3094* 
  Bank of Victoria,   printer's proof on card, type one, ten 
pounds, Geelong 18-, cut corners, specimen stamped in 
signature reserve, pencilled lower left margin 'September 21 
1853' (MVR 1).   Scuffed, good very fi ne.   

 $800 
 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 545). 

     

 3095* 
  Bank of Victoria,   printer's proof on card, type one, ten 
pounds, Melbourne 18-, stamped specimen in signiature 
reserve, pencilled 'January 14 1853' in lower left margin 
(MVR 1).   Good very fi ne.   

 $800 
 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive. 

     

 3096* 
  Bank of Victoria,   printer's proof, type two one pound, 
Melbourne 18-, cut corners, stamped specimen, pencilled 
'April 30 1869 - No 4' in lower right margin (MVR 2).   
Creased, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $800 
 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 555). 
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 3097* 
  Bank of Victoria Limited,   Melbourne, one pound (19- 
printed), dated 4 Aug 1908 stamped in blue, No. D 005805, 
imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c. London 
(MVR 3c).   Heavy folds, some holed through, nearly fi ne 
and very rare.   

 $6,000 

     

 3098* 
  The City Bank,   Sydney, fi ve pounds, 26th Janry 1869 (date 
fully printed), printed on paper both sides, discordant serial 
numbers No.B520001 - B540000, officially perforated 
'SPECIMEN BW & Co, LONDON' (in three lines), 
watermarked City Bank of Sydney in three lines, imprint of 
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers, London, (MVR 2c).   
Nearly uncirculated and very rare.   

 $4,000 

Banking Crisis 1893 Rarity   

  

 3099* 
  The City of Melbourne Bank Limited,   Melbourne, one 
pound, dated originally 1st April 1877 and red overprinted 
date 19th June 1893 (dates printed), No. A 341591, 
uncertain signatures, imprint of 'Bradbury Wilkinson & 
Co Engravers &c London' lower centre (Vort-Ronald, 
cf.Fig.134a & 134b and [p.125-6], comments p.125-6 on 
bank, also Tomlinson p.48-49).   Many creases and folds, tear 
on left and two pin-holes, otherwise fi ne and excessively rare, 
being one of two known.   

 $8,000 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 2972).

The year 1893 was the most disastrous year in Australia's financial 
history.

The problems that came about that year had been building up over the 
previous decade. In both Sydney and especially Melbourne there had been 
increasingly wild speculation in land, the price of which had risen in an 
astronomical fashion. On the 3rd December 1891, the Metropolitan Bank of 
Melbourne closed its doors and went into liquidation. This set off a series of 
chain reactions throughout Australia. A climax was reached in Melbourne at 
the end of April 1893 when fourteen of the leading banks suspended payment. 
Only two banks remained open all this time, The Bank of Australasia and the 
Union Bank, two other banks remained open except for a day or two (Bank 
of NSW and the Royal Bank). Prior to the crises there had been twenty-eight 
banking and fi nance companies listed on the Melbourne Stock Exchange and 
only those banks noted above passed through the crises without suspension. 
Six other banks managed to sort out their affairs or were reconstructed. The 
remaining twenty or so were liquidated. Trade and commerce was shattered 
and there were many public scandals. The general public went through a 
long period of quite intense suffering.  

The City of Melbourne Bank had been founded in 1873 and it grew 
rapidly, taking over a couple of smaller banks, such as the Joint Stock Bank 
of Victoria. It prospered and was regarded as a pillar of the Melbourne 
Establishment. It was suspended on 17 May 1893 and an attempt was made 
to reconstruct it and re-open on June 19 (notes were overprinted with this date 
as was this note), and it lingered on for a few weeks but it failed again, fi nally 
closing its doors on 7 August 1895. The second and fi nal closure of The City 
of Melbourne Bank marked the end of an era. There are only two surviving 
circulation notes of this bank, these notes are of the utmost rarity. 
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Very Rare Issued Pound Adelaide with German Script   

  

 3100* 
  The Commercial Bank of South Australia,   Adelaide, one 
pound, 2nd day of May 1881 (date printed), No.B98122, 
signed by manager and accountant, imprint of Bradbury 
Wilkinson & Co. Engravers & c. London (MVR 2).   Several 
small holes and a 2cm tear in top, a full note, nearly very 
good and very rare.   

 $6,000 

 This bank was founded in 1878 but failed in 1886 due to land speculation 
and the depredations of a dishonest manager and accountant. The migration 
of Germans to South Australia at this time meant new business and this 
bank to win that business placed the value on the note in German (Ein 
Pfund), as well as English. The Town and Country Bank also bore the value 
of the denomination in German. The Commercial Bank of Australia issued 
notes with the denomination in Chinese, consequently this small group of 
three bank issues are the only notes to use a language other than English 
in Australia. 

     

 3101* 
  Commercial Bank of Sydney,   printer's proof one pound, 
Sydney 18-, pencilled 'To this 8 April/62' in signature reserve 
(MVR 2).   Crease and toned, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $800 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 578). 

     

 3102* 
  Commercial Bank of Sydney,   one pound, Sydney 18- (MVR 
3) black and white uniface printer's proof on card, sixteen 
punch hole cancellation in three lines of space, no imprint 
but by Johnston of Edinburgh.   Uncirculated and extremely 
rare.   

 $2,500 

     

 3103* 
  Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,   Sydney, specimen 
fi ve pounds, undated as 18.. only (printed), printed on paper, 
uniface, discordant serial numbers No.C30001 - C40000, 
perforated 'SPECIMEN/BW & Co', no watermark, imprint 
of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c London, in 
ink upper left 'Sep 4-85' (MVR 4a).   Good extremely fi ne 
and very rare.   

 $5,000 

     

 3104* 
  Commercial Bank of Tasmania,   uniface printer's proof, one 
pound, Hobart Town, 1st January 18, pencilled instruction 
in signature space 'To this October 27th/75' imprint Perkins 
& Petch, London, patent Hardened Steel Plate (MVR 2b).   
Ink smudges at top margin plus hole lower left, otherwise 
extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $1,200 
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 3105* 
  Commercial Bank of Tasmania,   second issue, printer's 
proof one pound, uniface, black and white, Hobart, 1st 
January 18.., imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, 
Patent Hardened Steel Plate, a 65mm strip removed by way 
of cancellation from Manager signature reserve, 'from this' 
added in pencil near date (MVR 2b).   Glue remnants on back 
corners, otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $800 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive. 

     

 3106* 
  Commercial Bank of Tasmania,   second issue, printer's 
proof ten pounds, uniface, black and white, Launceston, 
1st January 18.., imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, 
Patent Hardened Steel Plate, a 65mm strip removed by way 
of cancellation from Manager signature reserve, 'from this' 
added in pencil near date (MVR 2b).   Glue remnants on back 
corners, otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $900 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive. 

Possibly Unique Derwent Bank Proof Note   

  

 3107* 
  The Derwent Bank,   Hobart, uniface black and white 
printer's proof on card, twenty pounds, 18- , imprint Perkins, 
Bacon & Petch, London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, 
overprinted SPECIMEN (at right angles) twice (MVR 2).   
Remnants of glue marks on back, otherwise, extremely fi ne 
and extremely rare.   

 $4,000 

Chimney Hoard Adelaide Issued Pound   

  

 3108* 
  English,   Scottish & Australian Chartered Bank, South 
Australia, fi rst issue, one pound, Adelaide, 4th July 1877, A 
123231 (MVR 1).   Heavily smoke stained lower right quarter, 
the back black from smoke in lower quarter, otherwise very 
fi ne and very rare.   

 $3,000 

 Ex Spink Noble Sale 42 (lot 3064) and previously the Chimney Hoard. 
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 3109* 
  English,   Scottish & Australian Chartered Bank, South 
Australia, fi rst issue, ten pounds, black and white printer's 
proof, Adelaide, ..18.., no imprint, printer's instructions 
in pencil 'from this' in Manager signature reserve (MVR 
1).   Remnants of glue marks on back and some staining, 
otherwise good extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $900 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive. 

     

 3110* 
  English,   Scottish & Australian Chartered Bank, Victoria, 
fi rst issue, ten pounds, black and white printer's proof, 
Melbourne, ..18.. (c1870), no imprint, printer's instructions 
in pencil 'to this Feb 2nd 1870' in Manager signature reserve 
(MVR 1).   Remnants of glue marks on back and some 
staining, otherwise good very fi ne and rare.   

 $900 

     

 3111* 
  The London Chartered Bank of Australia,   one pound 
printer's proof, uniface, black and white, on card, Ararat, 
18- (c1859), imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London, 
SPECIMEN stamped in Manager reserve (MVR 1a).   Good 
very fi ne and very rare.   

 $900 

     

 3112* 
  The London Chartered Bank of Australia,   one pound 
printer's proof, uniface, black and white, on paper, Dunolly, 
18- (c1859), imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London, 
SPECIMEN stamped in Manager reserve (MVR 1a).   A 3mm 
tear in bottom margin, staining at bottom, otherwise very 
fi ne and very rare.   

 $900 

     

 3113* 
  The London Chartered Bank of Australia,   fi rst issue, printer's 
proof twenty pounds, uniface on paper, black and white, 
Melbourne, 18.., imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, 
Patent Hardened Steel Plate, 'SPECIMEN' in Manager 
signature reserve, 'February 16th/53' added in pencil in 
bottom margin (MVR 1a).   Nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $1,000 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive. 
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Adelaide Issued One Pound   

  

 3114* 
  The National Bank of Australasia,   one pound, Adelaide, 1 
January 1877, No. 432606, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, 
London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate (MVR 2).   Toned lower 
right quarter, frail paper, otherwise very fi ne and very rare.   

 $3,500 

 Ex Spink Noble Sale 42 (lot 3068) and previously the Chimney Hoard. 

     

 3115* 
  The National Bank of Australasia,   type two, printer's proof 
ten pounds, Melbourne 186-, specimen stamped in signature 
reserve, mounted on card, pecilled '1734' in centre,'368' at 
top side border, '(Perth) Western Australia' top and bottom 
border (MVR 2).   Good very fi ne.   

 $800 

     

lot 3116

 3116* 
  The National Bank of Australasia,   type two, printer's 
proof, cut corners, twenty pounds, Adelaide 186-, stamped 
specimen in red in signature reserve, pencilled '4 April 1864' 
in lower margin.   Left side dirty with crease, otherwise very 
fi ne.   

 $600 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 679). 

     

 3117* 
  The National Bank of Australasia,   printer's proof, ten 
pounds, Sydney, 1st January 1887, imprint of Bradbury 
Wilkinson & Co. (MVR 4).   Scuffed, otherwise good very 
fi ne.   

 $700 

Banking Crisis 1893 Issued Note   

  

 3118* 
  London Bank of Australia Limited,   one pound, Melbourne, 
1st July 1893 A 48696, emergency overprint on a MVR 2a 
Brisbane Queensland form dated 1st December 1887.   Nearly 
fi ne and very rare.   

 $7,000 

 Ex M.P.Vort Ronald Collection (Spink Australia Sale 24B March 1988, 
lot 7). 
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Choice Trio of Specimen Notes   

 

 

     

 3119* 
  The National Bank of Australasia,   specimen one pound, 
Melbourne, Victoria, 1st Jany 1906 (printed), discordant 
serial numbers 500001 and 525000, imprint of Bradbury, 
Wilkinson & Co Engravers &c, London, perforated 
'SPECIMEN' on paper printed both sides (MVR type 4); 
specimen fi ve pounds, Melbourne, Victoria, 1st Jany 1906 
(printed), discordant serial numbers 056001 - 061000, 
perforated 'SPECIMEN' in signature field, imprint of 
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c London, on paper 
printed both sides, '1st Feb 1906' written in pen top left 
(MVR type 4); specimen ten pounds, Melbourne, Victoria, 
1st May 1908 (printed), discordant serial numbers 032001 
- 034000, perforated 'SPECIMEN' in signature fi eld, imprint 
of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c London, on 
paper printed both sides, '8th April 1908' written in pen top 
left (MVR 4).   Nearly uncirculated and very rare, especially 
as a set.  (3)  

 $12,000 

     

 3120* 
  The Oriental Bank Corporation,   twenty pounds printer's 
proof, uniface, black and white, on card, Sydney, undated 
(c1855), imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co, London, 
SPECIMEN stamped in Accountant reserve, 'January 3rd 
1855' written in pencil bottom margin (MVR 1a).   Glue 
marks on back corners, extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,500 

     

 3121* 
  The Oriental Bank Corporation,   one pound, Melbourne, 
April 6th 1868 (MVR 1c) uniface black and white printer's 
proof by Perkins Bacon & Co.   Glue tip marks on back, 
otherwise good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 

 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 708). 
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 3122* 
  The Oriental Bank Corporation,   one pound, Sydney, 14th 
April 1879, 604279 (MVR 1c).   A little ragged around the 
edges, vertical fold holed through at centre, very good and 
rare.   

 $3,000 

     

 3123* 
  The Royal Bank of Australia,   unissued remainder, one 
pound, Sydney 18-, inked serial 10/125 in two places, plus 
in broad booklet left hand margin, imprint Perkins, Bacon & 
Petch London Patent Hardened Steel Plate (MVR 1).   Three 
vertical folds, otherwise very fi ne and rare as such.   

 $1,500 

     

 3124* 
  The Royal Bank of Australia,   twenty pounds printer's proof, 
uniface, black and white, on card, Launceston, 18- (c1850), 
imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Petch, London, Patent Hardened 
Steel Plate, SPECIMEN stamped in Director reserve (MVR 
1).   A 3mm tear in top margin, bent top left corner, glue marks 
on back, otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,500 

     

 3125* 
  Union Bank of Australia,   type two printer's proof on card, 
cut corners, one pound Goulburn, 18-, stamped specimen 
across signature reserves, pencilled 'June 23 1854' lower left 
(MVR 2a).   Good very fi ne.   

 $800 
 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 818). 

     

 3126* 
  Union Bank of Australia,   printer's proof on card, cut corners, 
three hole cancellation, one pound, Geelong, 1 January 
1879, pencilled lower right margin 'March 1879' (MVR 
2a).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $800 
 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 873). 

     

 3127* 
  Union Bank of Australia,   uniface black and white printer's 
proof, one pound, Portland 18- (c1854), imprint Perkins 
Bacon & Co London Patent Hardened Steel Plate, 'March 
25th 1854' pencilled at bottom, stamped Specimen in 
signature reserve (MVR 2a).   Corners cut, stuck to card, good 
extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $900 
 Ex Perkins Bacon Archive Sale (lot 846). 
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 3128* 
  Union Bank of Australia,   printer's proof one pound, Ballarat, 
1st Jany 1878, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co London, 
Patent Hardened Steel Plate, signature reverse cut out to 
cancel, pencilled 'from this' at bottom (MVR 2b).   Glue tip 
marks on all back corners, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $800 

     

 3129* 
  Union Bank of Australia,   printer's proof one pound, 
Launceston, 1st Jany 1878, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co 
London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, signature reverse cut 
out to cancel, pencilled 'from this' at bottom (MVR.2b).   Glue 
tip marks on all back corners, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $800 

     

 3130* 
  Union Bank of Australia Limited,   printer's proof, ten 
pounds, Geelong, on card, dated 1st March 1881, not 
numbered, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co, London, Patent 
Hardened Steel Plate, three punch holes for cancellation 
in Manager reserve, notation in pencil below '26 May/82' 
(MVR 2c).   Has been stuck on paper at corners, otherwise 
extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $900 

     

 3131* 
  Union Bank of Australia Limited,   printer's proof, ten 
pounds, Hobart, on card, dated 1st March 1881, not 
numbered, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co, London, Patent 
Hardened Steel Plate, three punch holes for cancellation 
in Manager reserve, notation in pencil below 'June 1881' 
(MVR 2c).   Has been stuck on paper at corners, otherwise 
extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $900 

     

 3132* 
  The Union Bank of Australia Limited,   one pound, 1st March 
1905 (date printed), 'Specimen' overprinted twice in red on 
front of note and overprinted 'Specimen/Waterlow & Sons 
Ltd' once on back of note, '2277' printed in top margin 
in black, imprint of Waterlow & Sons Ld London, with 
their seal in blue, eight punch hole cancellations (MVR 3).   
Uncirculated and extremely rare.   

 $3,000 
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 3133* 
  The Union Bank of Australia Limited,   fi fty pounds, 1st 
March 1905 (date printed), 'Specimen' overprinted in red 
twice on front of note, and 'Specimen/Waterlow & Sons 
Ltd' overprinted in red on back, imprint of Waterlow & 
Sons Ld London, with their seal in blue, eight punch hole 
cancellations, '2294' printed in top margin (MVR 3).   Light 
foxing at edges, uncirculated and extremely rare.   

 $5,500 

     

 3134* 
  Union Bank of Australia,   black and white printer's proof 
from the original die of the Chalon portrait of Queen 
Victoria, as used on the banknotes of the 1905 series.   Good 
extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $250 

     

 3135* 
  Bukkulla Vineyards,   McIntyre River, Inverell, one pound 
currency note, dated January 20th 1870 (date written), 
No.134, no watermark, value tablets in upper corners and 
arms in centre, on front Pay K--- (handwritten) or Bearer 
the sum of ONE POUND Stg and to lower left 'Messrs 
Wyndham, Dalwood Vineyards, Branxton N.S.W.', signed 
by F.W.Wilkinson. Note is cross cancelled, handwritten 'Paid 
/ Feby 11/90' and stamped Commercial Banking Company 
of Sydney / INVERELL, all within rectangular ornamental 
border, blue on white (Vort Ronald type 1 [p.23 & 25] Fig 
32, illustrates a similar example and similar type illustrated 
Vort Ronald..Shinplaster..p.24).   Five pin holes, stains, 
otherwise good fi ne.   

 $250 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 106 (lot 2813). 

     

 3136* 
  Bukkulla Vineyards,   McIntyre River, Inverell, one pound 
No.230 to Nash, signed Hugh Wyndham November 25/ 
1870 cross cancelled, Paid April 11/71 to John Lee & Co 
N. Maitland (?) imprint De Gruchy & Leigh Sydney (MVR 
type 1a).   Bottom right corner off, otherwise very fi ne and 
rare as such.   

 $300 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 78A (lot 4616) and Sale 106 (lot 2815). 
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   COMMONWEALTH  ISSUES - PRE  DECIMAL 

     

 3137* 
  Ten shillings,   Collins/Allen (1915), 873060 N (R.2b).   Three 
vertical folds, original paper with good body, good fi ne and 
rare.   

 $3,500 

     

 3138* 
  Ten shillings,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 525759 S (R.3b).   
Flattened of folds, very fi ne.   

 $1,500 

     

 3139* 
  Ten shillings,   Cerutty/Collins (1918), N 694006 G (R.3b).   
Multiple tiny pin holes, otherwise good fi ne, somewhat limp 
paper but not cleaned.   

 $1,000 

     

 3140* 
  Ten shillings,   Miller/Collins (1923), A/1 949681 (R.4).   
Flattened of three vertical folds, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $2,000 
 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 44 (lot 3105). 

     

 3141* 
  Ten shillings,   Miller/Collins (1923), A/9 129242 (R.4).   
Repaired tear at top right, vertical fold, two other folds, 
fl attened nearly very fi ne.   

 $1,250 

   3142 
  Ten shillings,   Miller/Collins (1923), A/16 722562 (R.4).   Fair, 
central tear along horizontal fold, top left corner off.   

 $100 

     

 3143* 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Collins (1926), A/32 186539 (R.5).   
Flattened of vertical fold to right, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $1,000 

     

 3144* 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Collins (1926), A/32 290379 (R.5).   Nearly 
very fi ne.   

 $1,000 

   3145 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Collins (1926), A/26 370907 (R.5).   
Flattened of folds and creases, otherwise fi ne.   

 $500 

   3146 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Collins (1926), A/33 570399 (R.5).   Tear 
top left corner, otherwise very good.   

 $150 
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   3147 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Collins (1926) A/36 922748 (R.5); Riddle/
Heathershaw (1928) B/32 444200 (R.7); Riddle/Sheehan 
(1933) C/1 472299 (R.9); (1934) Z/33 39576 (R.10) (1936) 
D/60103388 (R.11).   Second torn, fair - good fi ne.  (5)  

 $500 

     

 3148* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), A/73 853715 
(R.7).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $2,000 

   3149 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/26 814630 
(R.7).   Folds and creases, slightly trimmed, good fi ne.   

 $400 

     

 3150* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933), C/2 586355 (R.9).   
Good fi ne.   

 $750 

   3151 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933), C/8 454266 (R.9).   
Nearly fi ne and scarce.   

 $350 

     

 3152* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/41 027966 (R.10).   
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $750 

     

 3153* 
  Ten Shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934), C/25 569132 (R.10).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $600 

     

 3154* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934), C/42 018697 (R.10).   
Quarter folds, Dec 1942 pencilled on back medallion, 
otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $600 

     

 3155* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934), C/29 821454 (R.10).   
Flattened of folds, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $450 

   3156 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934), C/40 942746 (R.10).   
Flattened, otherwise nearly fi ne.   

 $200 
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 3157* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1936), D/49 064358 (R.11).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61A (lot 4803). 

   3158 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1936), D/94 752935 (R.11).   
Good fi ne.   

 $350 

     

 3159* 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/24 067465 
(R.12).   Uncirculated.   

 $650 

     

 3160* 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/16 485922 
(R.12).   Two vertical folds, crisp note, good extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

     

 3161* 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/3 938054/5 
(R.13), consecutive pair.   Uncirculated and rare thus.  (2)  

 $1,000 

     

 3162* 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/27 861075/6 
(R.13), consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $750 

   3163 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.13, 15, 16, 17 trio).   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $300 
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 3164* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Watt (1949), A/22 730245/7 (R.14), 
consecutive trio.   Uncirculated and rare thus.  (3)  

 $1,500 

     

 3165* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), A/87 132490/9 
(R.15), run of ten consecutive notes.   Centre bends, nearly 
uncirculated and very rare as such.  (10)  

 $5,000 

     

 3166* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), B/48 223939/40 
(R.15), consecutive pair.   Corner fold on fi rst, centre folds, 
otherwise nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $800 

     

 3167* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954), AC/88 504471/6 
(R.16), run of six consecutive notes.   Nearly uncirculated 
and rare thus.  (6)  

 $2,000 
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 3168* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), AG/32 436915/8 
(R.17), run of four consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $800 

     

 3169* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/35 375761/70 
(R.17), run of ten consecutive notes.   The fi rst centre fold 
smudge, otherwise nearly uncirculated, others virtually 
uncirculated.  (10)  

 $1,000 

   3170 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/35 372357/60 
(R.17), four consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $200 

     

 3171* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/65 976125 
(R.17), last serial prefi x.   Crisp, nearly uncirculated and 
scarce thus.   

 $750     

 3172 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to one pound, 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.12, 15, 28, 29, 32).   Very fi ne 
- nearly extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $500 

   3173 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.13, 15, 16, 17 (4), 30a, 31, 32, 
33(3), 48, 49 (2), 50 (2), 62, 63 (3)), decimal from one dollar, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1991), much duplicaton, all housed in three black 
Lighthouse and Vario albums (total face value of decimal 
$2,500).   Fair - uncirculated.  (approx 300)  

 $2,500 

   3174 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) to five pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1954) (R.15, 17, 30a, 49); also two dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  
(5)  

 $150 

   3175 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.15, 17 (2), 20a, b, 34b, 48, 49 
(2), 63 (2)). One R.  49 fi ne, others fair - fi ne.  (11)  

 $100 

   3176 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) (R.16), (1961) (R.17); 
one pound, Coombs/Wilson, 1961 (R.34b); ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.63) (2).   Creases, folds, edge tears 
and some with foxing, poor - fi ne.  (5)  

 $50     

 3177 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) AE/18 714879 (R.16); 
one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/16 497070 (R.33).   
Very fi ne; good extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   3178 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.16, 17, 33, 34a, 49, 50, 62, 63).   
Nearly extremely fi ne - good extremely fi ne.  (8)  

 $450 
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High Grade Collins/Allen (1913) One Pound   

  

 3179* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913), 182310 E (R.18d).   
Flat and crisp, nearly extremely fi ne and very rare in this 
condition, one of the fi nest known.   

 $7,000 

     

 3180* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913), 652833 C (R.18d).   
Flattened of three vertical folds, good very fi ne and rare in 
this condition.   

 $4,000 

     

 3181* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913) 611746 C (R.18d).   A full 
note, limp paper, fl attened, otherwise nearly fi ne.   

 $1,000 

     

 3182* 
  One pound,   Cerutty/Collins (1918), B 506173 R (R.21).   
Three vertical folds, other folds and creases, original, very 
fi ne and rare thus.   

 $3,000 

     

 3183* 
  One pound,   Cerutty/Collins (1918), D 043941 B (R.21).   
Flattened of three vertical folds, otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $1,000 

     

 3184* 
  One pound,   Cerutty/Collins (1918), B 980777 Q (R.21).   
Limp paper, nearly fi ne.   

 $400 
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Outstanding Large Single Letter Prefi x Issue   

  

 3185* 
  One pound,   Miller/Collins (1923), H 265317 (R.22a), fi rst 
prefi x.   Crisp, good extremely fi ne and extremely rare as such, 
one of the fi nest known.   

 $15,000 

   3186 
  One pound,   Miller/Collins (1923) H/7 550116 (R.23a); 
Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/53 278788 (R.26); Riddle/
Sheehan (1932) K/93 018606 (R.27b) thin signature.   Fair 
- fi ne.  (3)  

 $450 

   3187 
  One pound,   Kell/Collins (1926), H/67 627060 (R.24).   
Good fi ne.   

 $300 

   3188 
  One pound,   Kell/Collins (1926), H/80 282201 (R.25), 
last prefi x.   Flattened of centre fold, a 1cm tear top edge, 
otherwise good fi ne.   

 $300 

   3189 
  One pound,   Kell/Heathershaw (1926) H/78 946732 (R.25).   
Folds and creases, slightly trimmed, soiled, fi ne.   

 $300 

     

 3190* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), J/96 835577 
(R.26).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $650 

   3191 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), K/57 424075 
(R.26).   Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $400 

     

 3192* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933), L/91 610813 (R.28).   
Flattened of centre fold, good extremely fi ne.   

 $600 

     

 3193* 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938), P/12 103682/3 
(R.29), consecutive pair.   Uncirculated and rare in this 
condition.  (2)  

 $2,000 

     

 3194* 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938), P/51 085641 
(R.29).   Traces of centre fold on back, otherwise good 
extremely fi ne/nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $300 
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 3195* 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942), J/78 740671 
(R.30b).   Uncirculated.   

 $400 

     

 3196* 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942), J/33 566179/80 
(R.30b), consecutive pair.   Flattened, otherwise virtually 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $350 

     

 3197* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Watt (1949), I/60 515326/8 (R.31), 
consecutive trio.   Virtually uncirculated and rare thus.  (3)  

 $1,200 

     

 3198* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), X/45 070364 (R.32).   
Uncirculated and very scarce in this condition.   

 $500 

     

 3199* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), W/99 858810/12 
(R.32), consecutive trio.   Virtually uncirculated.  (3)  

 $900 

     

 3200* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), X/19 845142/4 (R.32), 
consecutive trio.   Extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $600 
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 3201* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), HK/65 421880 
(R.34bL), last serial prefi x.   Choice crisp uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

     

 3202* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), HK/65 944563/4 
(R.34bL), consecutive pair of last serial prefi x.   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $2,000 

   3203 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/12 473458 (R.34b).   
Uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3204 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), HK/17 252561; HK/64 
096426 (R.34b).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $300 

   3205 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/27 418727/8 
(R.34a) pair; plus ten shillings, AH/54 754641 (R.17).   
Nearly uncirculated for the fi rst two, nearly extremely fi ne 
for the last.  (3)  

 $100 

     

 3206* 
  Five pounds,   Collins/Allen (1914), 860707 U (R.36c).   
Multiple folds and creases, limp paper, otherwise fi ne and 
rare.   

 $3,000 

     

 3207 *
  Five pounds,   Cerutty/Collins (1918), U 163226 F (R.37b).   
Tear into centre fold at top, cut in top right edge otherwise 
nearly fi ne.   

 $1,500 

     

 3208* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), Q/20 910461 
(R.42).   Bottom edge tear repair, otherwise good very fi ne/
very fi ne.   

 $1,000 
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 3209* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1932), Q/27 259023 (R.43).   
Flattened of corner fold, otherwise crisp good very fi ne.   

 $1,500 

   3210* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/9 984607 (R.44a) 
pink face.   Cleaned and fl attened, otherwise good fi ne.   

 $600 

     

 3211* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/16 832982 (R.44b) 
white face.   Cleaned and fl attened, otherwise good fi ne.   

 $750 

     

 3212* 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), R/32 514964/6 
(R.45), consecutive trio.   Nearly uncirculated and rare as 
such.  (3)  

 $2,100 

     

 3213* 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), R/29 320182/3 
(R.45), consecutive pair.   Semi-limp, fl attened, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $800 

   3214 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), R/28 408712 
(R.45).   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $200 

     

 3215* 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/70 753888/90 
(R.46), consecutive trio.   Middle note toned slightly and 
fl attened, nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $900 

     

 3216* 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/76 746962 
(R.46).   Virtually uncirculated.   

 $600 

   3217 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/80 020113 
(R.46).   Centre fold and creases, otherwise crisp good very 
fi ne.   

 $250 
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   3218 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/37; R/59; R/78 
(R.46).   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (3)  

 $450 

   3219 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/34 127644 
(R.46) fi rst prefi x note.   Three vertical folds, pin holes, slightly 
trimmed, nearly very fi ne.   

 $350 

     

 3220* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) S/22 116685 (R.47).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $300 

   3221 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) to Coombs/Wilson (1960) 
(R.47, 48, 49, 50 trio).   Flattened, nearly uncirculated.  (6)  

 $750 

     

 3222* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), S/45 322562/3 (R.48), 
consecutive pair.   Virtually uncirculated.  (2)  

 $700 

   3223 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/39 443699 (R.48).   
Very fi ne.   

 $300 

     

 3224* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/60 597084/5 (R.50) 
consecutive pair.   Virtually uncirculated.  (2)  

 $450 

     

 3225* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/13 587766/7 (R.50) 
consecutive pair.   Light centre folds, nearly uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $200 

   3226 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.45, 48, 58, 61).   Nearly very fi ne 
- good very fi ne.  (4)  

 $700 

   3227 
  Five and ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941), (1943); 
ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) (R.46, 59, 62).   The 
second with left edge tear, otherwise good - nearly fi ne.  (3)  

 $60 

   3228 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/643156 (R.50); 
ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/58 422704 (R.63); 
twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) EYH 634000 (R.412) 
production mis-cut with Australia hard up to the top edge.   
Small ink marks on second note, otherwise fi ne - very fi ne.  
(3)  

 $90 
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Outstanding Kell/Collins (1925) Ten Pounds   

  

 3229* 
  Ten pounds,   Kell/Collins (1925), U/1 444051 (R.54).   Tip of 
top right corner blunted, nearly extremely fi ne or better and 
very rare in this condition, one of the fi nest known.   

 $17,500 

     

 3230* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), U/4 150970 
(R.55), last prefi x.   Flattened, very fi ne and rare thus.   

 $9,000 

     

 3231* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), U/4 196971 
(R.55), last prefi x.   Nearly very fi ne and scarce, a good type 
note.   

 $6,000 

     

 3232* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), U/3 272340 
(R.55).   Multiple creases, good body, fi ne.   

 $2,000 

Superb Consecutive Pair of George V Ten Pounds   

  

 3233* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934), V/O 646495/6 (R.57), 
consecutive pair.   Virtually uncirculated and rare as such.  
(2)  

 $20,000 

 Ex J.Cox Collection, private purchase from Jaggards in 2005 with their 
ticket. 

     

 3234* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 419629 (R.57).   
Flattened, good fi ne.   

 $750 

   3235 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934), V/1 367071 (R.57); 
Sheehan/McFarlane (1940), V/3 952324 (R.58).   Very good.  
(2)  

 $300 

     

 3236* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/13 536433 
(R.59).   Virtually uncirculated.   

 $1,500 
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 3237* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/8 696978 (R.59).   
Crisp note, good colour, fl attened of centre fold, nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

     

 3238* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/8 053900 
(R.59).   Crisp, good very fi ne with centre fold and diagonal 
crease.   

 $400 

   3239 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/12 033589 
(R.59).   Good fi ne.   

 $350 

   3240 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/14 143131 last 
prefi x issue (R.59L).   Paper toned and limp, otherwise fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 3241* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949), V/20 812276 (R.60).   
Crisp natural note, trace of light centre fold, otherwise 
virtually uncirculated.   

 $2,000 

     

 3242* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949), V/20 042933 (R.60).   
Crisp, virtually uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

     

 3243* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949), V/17 137180 (R.60).   
Virtually uncirculated.   

 $1,250 

   3244 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949), V/16 606173 (R.60).   
Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $500 

     

 3245* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), V/22 834619 (R.61).   
Crisp, with raised ink, extremely fi ne and scarce thus.   

 $1,250 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 76 (lot 2902). 

     

 3246* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), V/24 215745 (R.61).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $850 
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   3247 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/23 998515 (R.61).   
Folds and creases, good fi ne.   

 $300 

   3248 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/13 446917 (R.62).   
Flattened, nearly uncirculated.   

 $400 

     

 3249* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/49 064805/6 
(R.63), consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $1,200 

     

 3250* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/58 907478 (R.63).   
Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   3251 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/47 450976 (R.63).   
Crisp, extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3252 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/37 970472; WA/47 
642907 (R.63).   Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $400 

   WAR  RELATED  ISSUES 

     

 3253* 
  World War II,   The Camp Seven Bank, Internment Camp, 
Hay, Mendel/Stahl sixpence, Hay, 1st March 1941, C 40493.   
Lower left corner thin, right corner tip off, heavily toned, 
otherwise good fi ne.   

 $1,000 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 55 (lot 3154) and Sale 71 (lot 2525). 

     

 3254* 
  World War II,   The Camp Seven Bank, Internment Camp, 
sixpence, Hay, 1st March 1941, Robinson/Stahl, C 40786 
(not listed in Bulluss).   Flattened of heavy centre fold, 
otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $3,000 

 Ex Coin Colony February 1983 list and Australian Coin Auctions Sale, 
October 2009 (lot 643). 

     

 3255* 
  World War II,   The Camp Seven Bank, Internment Camp, 
Hay, Robinow/Stahl, shilling, Hay, 1st March 1941, D 22840 
(unlisted in Bulluss).   Lower left corner repaired, good colour 
and body to the paper, very fi ne or better and rare.   

 $2,500 
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3256* 
  World War II,   Internment Camps, Loveday Camp (No) 9 
(Renmark, South Australia), one shilling, No 3387, printed 
on light weight card (46x44mm), side edges perforated, 
serials and 9 in red.   Pin holes, otherwise good very fi ne and 
very rare.   

 $1,000 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61A (lot 4974). 

   3257* 
  World War II,   Internment Camps, Loveday Camp, cover 
with 1d Q.E. purple stamp, Loveday Group ink stamp 
posted Barmera Internment Camp 31 Aug 1942; rectangular 
stamp 'Australia Military Force Passed by Censor 504', 
another posted 8 Feb 1943 on ACF Australia Comforts Fund 
envelope. Both very fi ne and scarce, the fi rst addressed to 
Tattersalls, Hobart, Tasmania and with red ink reciept stamp 
'Geo.   Adams 099975 13 Sep 1942 30'.   

 $200 

     

part

 3258* 
  World War II,   Australian Army Canteens Service, B.C.O.F., 
one yen, No.B 446127 (illustrated), B446130/1 consecutive 
pair, produced by Miller, Melbourne (c1942), for use of 
Japanese prisoners held in Australia in WWII (Schwan-
Boling - [unlisted], Campbell - [unlisted]).   Very fi ne and 
very rare. (3)   

 $300 

     

 3259* 
  New Hebrides,   Fleet Recreation Center, Aore Island, 
cardboard chit 'Good for one Ice Cream', invalid after March 
31, 1944.   Good very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Aore Island is one of the chain of islands of the New Hebrides. During 
WWII it was used by the U.S. Navy as a site for the re-supply of ships with 
fresh water. 

   3260 
  Commmonwealth of Australia,   Child Endowment book, No 
H 052336, containing one unused order for four pounds, 
24 July 45, payable at Cwlth S Bank Annuello, brown and 
black print.   Some foxing to edges, otherwise very fi ne/nearly 
extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3261 
  Commmonwealth of Australia,   Child Endowment book, No 
B 213483, containing one unused order for one pound ten 
shillings, 1 Mar 49, payable at Annuello PO, red and black 
print.   Very fi ne/nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $200 
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   SPECIMENS  &  SPECIAL  NUMBERS 

Circulated but Very Rare Specimen 1954 Ten Pounds   

 

  

 3262* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/00 000034 (R.62), 
overprint voided SPECIMEN diagonally on front and back.   
Has been washed, torn and repaired in two places, otherwise 
limp fi ne and very rare.   

 $10,000 

     

 3263* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966), type one specimen 
note, FAA 000000 (McD.DS2).   Uncirculated.   

 $4,000 

     

 3264* 
  Five dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974), type three specimen 
issue, specimen No 0273, NKG 000000 (McD.DS18).   
Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $9,000 

     

 3265* 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974), type three specimen 
issue, specimen No 0162, XGY 000000 (McD.DS20).   
Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $10,000 

     

 3266* 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974), type three specimen 
issue, specimen No 0273, YAA 000000 (McD.DS21).   
Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $12,000 

    

  

 3267* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) specimen polymer 
commemorative, AA 00 000000, 'Specimen' No 0092 
overprinted in red (McD.DS29).   In folder of issue, 
uncirculated and rare.   

 $8,000 

 Handwritten in pen inside of folder 'To Alexander, Welcome to the/Art & 
Design team at N.P.B./(signed) Bruce Stewart'. 
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 3268* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988), specimen polymer issue, 
AA 00 000000, specimen No 0126 (McD.DS29).   In folder, 
uncirculated and rare.   

 $8,000 

     

 3269* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988), specimen issue, 
AA 00 000000, specimen No 0202 in red (McD.DS29).   
Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $8,000 

     

 3270* 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994), specimen No 0514 
(McD.DS32).   Centre fold, otherwise good extremely fi ne 
and very rare.   

 $6,000 

    

  

 3271* 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996), specimen polymer 
issue, AA 96 000000, specimen No 0643 (McD.DS34).   
Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $16,000 

 In PMG holder certifi ed as gem uncirculated 66EPQ. 

    

  

 3272* 
  Note Printing Australia,   promotional note (1990s), test for 
polymer substrates (Guardian R.), serial 001A 000274, fi rst 
printing (PMW.NPAS1X1).   Uncirculated.   

 $150 
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 3273* 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992), uncut top right vertical pair 
from single specimen number sheet, AA 00 000000 (R.214F 
DS) (McD.U12 page 539).   Uncirculated and very rare, only 
one pair preserved.   

 $3,000 

     

 3274* 
  Ten dollars,   MacFarlane/Evans (1999), specimen No CC 
99 000000 (no circulation issues made in 1999) (R.318d).   
Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $2,000 

     

 3275* 
  Twenty dollars,   MacFarlane/Henry (2002), specimen serial, 
BK 02 000000 (R.420a).   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $2,500 

     

 3276* 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2005), CL 05 000000 
(R.420c), specimen serials, from an uncut charity sheet.   
Uncirculated and rare.   

 $3,000 

     

 3277* 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2005), BH 05/CD 05 
000000 (R.420c), specimen serials pair, from uncut charity 
sheet.   Uncirculated and rare.  (2)  

 $6,000 

     

 3278* 
  Twenty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007), BK 07 000000 
(R.421), specimen serial note.   Uncirculated as cut from 
charity auction sheet, rare thus.   

 $2,000 
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 3279* 
  Fifty dollars,   MacFarlane/Henry (2004), uncut top left 
vertical corner pair from single specimen number sheet, 
CG/CH 04 000000 serials.   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $3,000 

     

 3280* 
  Fifty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2008), CK 08 000000 (R.521b), 
specimen serials, from uncut charity sheet.   Uncirculated 
and rare.   

 $3,000 

     

 3281* 
  Fifty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2009), CI 09 000000 (R521c), 
specimen serials, from uncut charity sheet.   Uncirculated 
and rare.   

 $3,000 

     

 3282* 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996), uncut vertical 
pair from the unique charity auction sheet, from top right 
corner, AA 96 000000 (McD.U10).   Uncirculated and now 
probably unique.   

 $3,000 

 See McDonald p549. 

Number One Million One Pound in Highest Grade   

  

 3283* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), HJ/40 1000000 
(R.34M), very rare one million numbered note with 
seven digits.   Uncirculated and very rare, one of the fi nest 
known.   

 $20,000 
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Possibly Unique One Million Five Dollars   

  

 3284* 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967), NAF 1000000 
(R.202M), extremely rare one million numbered note, only 
signature issued as such.   Uncirculated and extremely rare, 
the only example seen.   

 $25,000 

 Illustrated in McDonald p483. 

     

 3285* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred dollars, 
Johnston/Stone (1984) matched set of fi rst serial prefi x notes 
for each of the paper decimal denominations AAA, FAA, 
NAA, SAA, XAA, YAA, ZAA 000921 (R.71, 81, 202, 301, 
401, 504, 608) as collected from the Reserve Bank archives 
limited release collections for the 25th anniversary and the 
triple annversary.   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $6,000 

   STAR  NOTES 

     

 3286* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/6 26569* (R.15s).   
Flattened of folds, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $3,000 

     

 3287* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/4 08732* (R.15s).   
One horizontal and one vertical fold, some soiling on right 
side margin, slightly trimmed, good fi ne.   

 $650 

Rarest Elizabeth II Star Note in High Grade   

  

 3288* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954), AC/91 53918* (R.16s).   
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated and 
rare, one of the fi nest known.   

 $20,000 
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 3289* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954), AC/91 23413* 
(R.16s).   Limp, otherwise good fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 

     

 3290* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/50 94169* 
(R.17s).   Virtually uncirculated.   

 $3,500 

     

 3291* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), AG/50 70453* 
(R.17s).   Good extremely fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $8,500 

     

 3292* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952), W/4 97481* (R.32s).   
Flattened, good very fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $5,000 

     

 3293* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), HE/96 53928* 
(R.34as).   Flattened, nearly uncirculated and rare in this 
condition.   

 $6,000 

     

 3294* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961), HE/88 73507* 
(R.34bs).   Good extremely fi ne/nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 

     

 3295* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/84 90229* (R.34bs).   
Slightly trimmed, rust spot, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $1,000 
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 3296* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960), TC/12 58342* 
(R.50s).   Flattened, extremely fi ne and rare, especially in 
this condition.   

 $12,000 

     

 3297* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAE 23511* (R.71s).   
Uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

Choice Uncirculated Pair of Rarest Dollar Stars   

  

 3298* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1967), ZAG 55322/3* (R.72s), 
consecutive pair.   Uncirculated and very rare as such.  (2)  

 $10,000 

     

 3299* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAF 77740* (R.72s).   
Uncirculated.   

 $2,500 

     

 3300* 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAH 81596* (R.73s).   
Uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

     

 3301* 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAK 02690* (R.73s).   
Flattened of folds, very fi ne.   

 $300 

     

 3302* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFE 74895* (R.81s).   
Uncirculated.   

 $1,000 
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 3303* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZFC 63201* (R.81s).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

     

 3304* 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFR 08730* (R.83s).   
Uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

   3305 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFR 10698* (R.83s).   
Flattened of folds, fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 3306* 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNA 01078* (R.202s), 
fi rst serial prefi x star note.   Uncirculated and rare.   

 $7,000 

     

 3307* 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 11446* (R.202s).   
Uncirculated and rare.   

 $5,000 

     

 3308* 
  Five dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1972) ZNC 66229* (R.83s).   
Has been fl attened of handling creases, otherwise extremely 
fi ne or better with appearance of nearly uncirculated and 
rare.   

 $3,500 

     

 3309* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 10414* (R.301s).   
Virtually uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

     

 3310* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 73899* (R.302s).   
Flattened of centre fold and creases, otherwise extremely 
fi ne and rare.   

 $1,500 
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   3311 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSH 22274* (R.303s).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $600 

     

 3312* 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSH 27861* (R.303s).   
Flattened of folds, nearly very fi ne.   

 $250 

   ERROR  NOTES 

     

 3313* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/76 837439 (R.17) 
obstruction by foreign material in the signature reserve during 
the intaglio? printing phase, resulting in the obliteration of 
Coombs signature and partial disruption to the Wilson 
signature.   Very fi ne and a rare pre-decimal error note.   

 $250 

     

 3314* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/45 244852 (R.34b). 
Corner fold top right resulting in no intaglio print in that 
corner.   Very fi ne and rare, especially on a pre-decimal 
note.   

 $250 
 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 50 (lot 3600). 

   3315 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/07 073244 (R.34b) 
wet ink transfer of signatures on back of note.   Folds, creases, 
soiled, with 3mm tear in left side margin, nearly fi ne.   

 $200 

     

 3316* 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) JKX 663612 (R.87) partial 
obstruction to intaglio printing phase on front, caused by 
7.5cm paper fold.   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 3317* 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) KYH 824921, only faint 
traces of intaglio print on front (R.89).   Very good.   

 $50 

     

 3318* 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992), polymer note missing all 
printing phases but with OVD and orange checkers text 
line and record label 206047/00071 stuck on.   Uncirculated 
and very rare.   

 $1,500 
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 3319* 
  Twenty dollars,   Reserve Bank training note, c1966 with red 
simultan print only on one side, multi-colour fi bre banknote, 
paper set aside after the non-issue of fi ve shilling notes.   
Nearly uncirculated and very rare.   

 $150 

    

  

 3320* 
  Fifty dollars,   simultan paper colour trial, c1973, printed two 
sides, 162x107mm (cfR.509-515).   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

     

lot 3321

 3321* 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) WND 890764 (R.513) 
a 65x4mm interruption on the front at left to the intaglio 
printing phase, caused by the presence of foreign material.   
Fine.   

 $150 

   3322 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) CH95 837523 (R.516a) 
green vertical lines printed in simultan phase on left border 
and slightly at top.   Fine.   

 $100 

    

  

 3323* 
  One hundred dollars,   polymer simultan colour trial of issued 
note, c1996, printed front and back, 235x87mm (cfR.616-
621).   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   DECIMAL  ISSUES 

     

 3324* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 264220 (R.71F) 
fi rst prefi x.   Flattened of centre fold and light crease, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3325 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1996) to Johnston/Stone (1982) 
(R.71-75, 76a, b, c, 77 (2), 78 (2)).   Uncirculated.  (12)  

 $350 
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   3326 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread CGT 
768866, 768867, 768868 three consecutive with central 
radar number (R.76a).   Flattened of light centre fold, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   3327 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread, various 
prefi xes but mostly BZZ in runs (R.76a).   Uncirculated.  
(80)  

 $1,000 

   3328 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) DBP 457395 centre 
thread test note (R.76b), side thread CNN 753272/3 
consecutive pair (R.76c) (2).   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   3329 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) DFU 839877/974 (R.77) 
original pack of 97 consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (97)  

 $400 

   3330 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77 [14]); Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.78 [65]).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (79)  

 $150 

   3331 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982), DNL 296523/628 (R.78), 
broken run of one hundred notes (missing 613, 615-9).   Top 
note with spot, uncirculated.  (100)  

 $250 

   3332 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) one thousand notes 
beginning with DLP 111648 in unopened Reserve Bank 
of Australia bundle serial number 0183  072163 (R.78).   
Uncirculated.  (1,000)  

 $2,500 

   3333 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 500518, 514212, 
545850, 749035, 752730, 801625, 856295, 952625 last 
prefi x notes (R.78L).   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $190 

   3334 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DLD 347967 and DLE 
347967 consecutive prefi xes with matching serial number 
(R.78) (2), DPS 521703/4 and 537857/8 consecutive pairs 
of last prefi xes (R.78L) (4).   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $100 

   3335 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1996), a virtually complete collection without 
star repacement notes and includes extras, all arranged 
in Vort Ronald interleave album, 2nd edition, includes 
a virtually uncirculated Coombs/Randall twenty dollars 
(R.402), matched serials for ten dollars, blue and grey Dobell 
(R.316a, 318c AA/AB pair) all same serial number 772658, 
a few fi rst and last prefi xes in later issues including a ZLD 
one hundred dollars.   Nearly uncirculated.  (109)  

 $5,000 

   3336 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BKU 547745 (R.74); 
two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976), HRJ 355553/4 (R.86b) 
consecutive pair with a radar serial; fi ve dollars, MacFarlane/
Henry (2002) CE 02 333333 (R.220a).   Extremely fi ne - 
uncirculated.  (4)  

 $170 

   3337 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BDN 422949 (R.74), 
Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (26) includes DHZ 504600/8, 
SLP 674258/60 and DPF 536501/20 nine, three and 
ten consecutive; two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
LEX 871100/13 fourteen consecutive (R.89) (14).   The 
nine consecutive one dollars with centre fold, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (41)  

 $130 

   3338 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77), Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.78) (28), last prefi x DPS 657962 (R.78L); one 
hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) EC 99 830445 
(R.618b); Last one dollar note/First one dollar coin folder, 
note number DND 814415.   Very good - uncirculated.  (32)  

 $150 

   3339 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77), Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.78) (5); ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) 
(R.303) (2), Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309) (32) includes 
many consecutive issues, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial 
second release (R.310b) (7), Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.312).   
Many extremely fi ne - uncirculated, overall very good - 
uncirculated.  (48)  

 $550 

   3340 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) to one hundred dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.77-8 (41); 86b-89 (17) 206b-209 
(6); 306-12 (6); 409a-413 (5), 506 (5), 507 (5), 609(1)).   
Poor - fi ne.  (86)  

 $800 

   3341 
  One dollar,   Johnstone/Stone (1982) DJS 987196/205 ten 
consecutive notes, DLN 091134/146 and 148/54 thirteen 
and seven consecutive (R.78) (30); two dollars, Johnston/
Stone (1983) KBL 7447861/70 ten consecutive notes (R.88) 
(10).   Some notes with faint traces of foxing, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (40)  

 $100 

   3342 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DNY 462551 (R.78); 
two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) KRP 431591 last prefi x 
(R.88L), Johnston/Fraser (1985) KZS 576356 (R.89); fi ve 
dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 99 348553, AB 05 681492, 
AB 11 345775 (R.214) (3).   The last prefix note with 
centre fold and AA 99 note with small crease, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (6)  

 $90 
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   3343 
  One - ten dollars,   one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) 
DNG; two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81) (3) FJG 
consecutive trio, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.83) (4) FRJ (3, 
including consecutive pair) and FTY, Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
(R.89) LKU; ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301) (7) 
SAT including consecutive pair, SBD consecutive pair, SDG.   
Mostly with centre fold, some with creases, overall very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (16)  

 $100 

   3344 
  One - ten dollars,   one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78); 
two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81) (8), Coombs/
Randall (1967) (R.82), Knight/Stone (1979) (R.87); fi ve 
dollars, Stevens/Henry (2007) (R.221a) (Unc); ten dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301) (10), Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
(R.309).   Fine - uncirculated.  (30)  

 $160 

   3345 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) to twenty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1994) (R.78 (4), 89 (4), 214 (AA/44), 309 (ULC run 
of six and two singles), 310b, 316, 409a, 416a (GA/94 run 
of four)), plus JIM (7).   Fair - uncirculated.  (31)  

 $200 

   3346 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) to twenty dollars, Phillips/
Randall (1968) (R.78 (2), 89 (4), 212 (2), 213 (4), 214, 217 
pair).   All in an album, good - fi ne.  (36)  

 $250 

   3347 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) to ten dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.78 three singles, pair, run of fi ve and ten 
(20)), R.88 (trio), 89 two runs of ten, run of fourteen plus 
single, 208 pair, 209a, 309).   Mostly extremely fi ne or better.  
(58)  

 $150 

   3348 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) to twenty dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.78 (8), 84, 89 (8), 203, 204, 209 (2) 301, 
303, 304 (2) error 308, wet ink, 309 (2), 310 (2 folders), 
310b, 401 (2), 403, 404 also R.16), also world, China (17), 
Japan 1000 yen, Philippines (3), others (4), cheques (2), 
documents (tickets Zig Zag (4)), money order etc, all in 
photo album.   Fair - uncirculated.  (71)  

 $300 

     

 3349* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 000825 (R.81F) 
fi rst prefi x from archive release.   Uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

     

 3350* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 654408 (R.81) 
fi rst serial prefi x.   Flattened, good very fi ne.   

 $350 

   3351 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.81-85 (2), 87, 88, 89).   Uncirculated.  (9)  

 $150 

   3352 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.83 [2]); Phillips/
Wheeler (1974) (R.85); Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.86b), 
(1961) R.86c [5]) includes a consecutive pair; Knight/Stone 
(1979) (R.87 [13]) includes consecutive pair and consecutive 
run of five; Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.88 [31]) four 
consecutive pairs and a consecutive run of three; Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.89 [2]).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (55)  

 $270 

   3353 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LEQ 564666/765 bank 
pack of one hundred consecutive notes (R.89).   Uncirculated.  
(100)  

 $300 

   3354 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LEQ 564866/965 bank 
pack of one hundred consecutive notes (R.89).   Uncirculated.  
(100)  

 $300 

   3355 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LEP 564566/665 bank 
pack of one hundred consecutive notes (R.89).   Small corner 
crease on fi rst note, otherwise uncirculated.  (100)  

 $300 

   3356 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LEP 564966/565000 
and LEQ 564501/565 bank pack of one hundred consecutive 
notes (R.89).   The last two notes with curl at one side but 
not creased, uncirculated.  (100)  

 $300 

   3357 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LGG 779033/132 
original pack of one hundred consecutive notes (R.89).   
Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $350 

   3358 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LJU 393049 and LJV 
393049 consecutive prefi xes with matching serial number 
(R.89) (2), LQG 931068, 931079, 931085, 931088, 933894 
last prefi x notes (R.89L) (5).   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $150 
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   3359 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) FKX 732357 (R.82); 
five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NBX 248859/60 
(R.202) (2) consecutive pair; fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) 
AA 00 341076/8 (R.214F) (3) consecutive trio of fi rst 
serial prefi x (dark green serials).   Light centre fold, nearly 
uncirculated for the fi rst, the others uncirculated.  (6)  

 $400 

   3360 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) JNS consecutive pair 
(R.87) (2); fi ve dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PZE a run 
of ten consecutive (R.209a) (10); Fraser/Cole fi rst and last 
folders, fi ve dollars (1992) (McD $5 F/LF2) (2).   Virtually 
uncirculated/uncirculated.  (14)  

 $100 

   3361 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1983) KEZ 841874, KFE 
840988/100 thirteen consecutive notes, KFF 840990/1000 
eleven consecutive notes (R.88) (25); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1991) QNR 460390/2 and 394/8 three and fi ve consecutive 
notes (R.213) (8).   Uncirculated.  (33)  

 $250 

   3362 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLD 034471/85 fi fteen 
consecutive (R.89); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) various 
AA prefi xes (R.214).   The two dollars uncirculated, the fi ve 
dollars mostly with light fold, one with staining, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (28)  

 $150 

   3363 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LKF 266096/109 
(R.89); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) FE 95 161112/13 
(R.217ai), Macfarlane/Evans (1998) (R.218c); ten dollars, 
Knight/Stone (1979) (R.307b), Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 
07 033456 (R.GF1), Fraser/Evans (1993) FH 93 677916/17 
(R.316a), (1994) AI 94 666749/51, AI 94 666526/28 
(R.316b), MacFarlane/Evans (1998) BL 98 815017/18, GH 
98 907865/65, GJ 816814/16 (R.318c).   Nearly extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (34)  

 $260 

   3364 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (24) includes 
LAF 373212/3, LDZ 250795/6, LEB 442221/2 and LHL 
788252/3 consecutive pairs; fi ve dollars, Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) OCRB (R.209a) (24), Gothic (R.209b) (6), Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (QGN 323665/7 three consecutive (R.212) 
(3).   Centre fold, extremely fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (57)  

 $300 

     

 3365* 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967), NAA 128093/6 
(R.202), four consecutive fi rst serial prefi x notes.   Nearly 
uncirculated and rare thus.  (4)  

 $3,000 

   3366 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) to Fraser/Cole (1991) 
(R.202-205, 206a, b, c, 207, 208 209a, b, 212, 213).   
Uncirculated.  (13)  

 $150 

   3367 
  Five dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) NHS 986259 (R.204), 
Fraser/Higgins (1990) QJR 921465, 921703 (R.212) (2), 
Fraser/Cole (1991) QJR 121465 (R.213).   The fi rst with light 
creases, otherwise uncirculated, the rest uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 

   3368 
  Five dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) NSZ 738829 (R.206b) 
fi rst prefi x; Knight/Stone (1979) general prefi xes (R.207) (9); 
ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.306b), Johnston/Fraser 
(1988) (R.310 in folder, R.310b).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  
(12)  

 $100 

   3369 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGC 332241/50 ten 
consecutive (R.212).   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $130 

   3370 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) QPG 462454, 753160, 
842918 last prefi x notes (R.213L).   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 
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 3371* 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992), AB 19 729675 (R.214iL), 
last serial prefi x, pale green serials.   Uncirculated and rare.   

 $500 

   3372 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AB 19 337224 last prefi x 
(R.214L).   Diagonal fold and some small indents, otherwise 
uncirculated.   

 $150 

   3373 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 00 544797, 609771 fi rst 
prefi x notes (R.214F) (2), AA 13 731113, 15 004128 with 
7 July 1992 overprint (ex First & Last folder), 78 018846, 
89 553631 (R.241) (4).   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $160 

   3374 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 02 358966/7, 15 
743194/5, 19 481814/5, 24 181331/2, 30 671485/6 
consecutive prefi x pairs (R.214).   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $100 

   3375 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) dark green, AA 38 
682650/51, AA 49 874717/18, AA 35 537888/90, AA 36 
365423/25, AB 10 610728/31 (R.214) consecutive pairs and 
consecutive runs of three (2) and four.   Uncirculated.  (14)  

 $170 

   3376 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole, dark green (7 July 1992)(2), (1992) 
general prefi xes (15) (R.214); pale green prefi xes (R.214i)(7) 
includes consecutive pairs (2) and a consecutive run of three.   
Uncirculated.  (24)  

 $350 

   3377 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) to Stevens/Henry (2008) 
(R.214F, 214F (3), 214iF, 214i; 216F; 217bF; 218aF plus 
single; 218b; 218cL, pair, 220aF pair L (2); 220cF pair L 
pair, single; 220dF, L pair of each, singles (3); 221aF, L pair 
of each, single, 221bF, L pair of each, 219 pair and single).   
Uncirculated.  (41)  

 $400 

   3378 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) dark green, BB 93 
952704/5, DB 93 878739; medium/dark green CA 93 
927830 (R.216) consecutive pair and two single notes; pale 
green DC 93 930320/24 (R.216i) consecutive run of fi ve.   
Uncirculated.  (9)  

 $220 

   3379 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) BA 93 445263 fi rst prefi x 
(R.216F), BF 93 889068, BK 93 747219, DA 93 864141, 
CG 93 759063 (R.216) (4), EA 93 462467, 541831, 576106, 
576804 with overprint 'First Issued 7 July 1992' (ex collector 
folder) (R.216L) (4).   The second with centre fold, otherwise 
all uncirculated.  (9)  

 $200 

   3380 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) pale green, DC 93 
930339/51 consecutive run of fi fteen notes.   Uncirculated.  
(15)  

 $350 

   3381 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) AA 95 024650/1 
consecutive pair, 026649, 028353 fi rst prefi x notes (R.217aF) 
(4), BA 95 596966/8 three consecutive notes (R.217a) (3).   
Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $100 

   3382 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) wide band CE 95 816285, 
CI 95 398012, EK 95 894436/7 consecutive pair, HA 95 
164452 (R.217a) (5), narrow band HJ 95 565039, IM 95 
571135/6 consecutive pair, JB 95 311988 (R.217ai) (4).   
Uncirculated.  (9)  

 $120 

   3383 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) FE 96 001810 (R.217b) 
and Macfarlane/Evans (1996) ME 96 001810 (R.218a) 
different signatures and prefi xes with matching numbers.   
Uncirculated and unusual.  (2)  

 $100 

   3384 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BA 96 360106, 
361099, 368361 (R.218aF) (3), CH 96 404581/2 consecutive 
pair (R.218a), EA 96 350036 last prefix (R.218aL).   
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $350 

   3385 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) CL 97 055964, 
103674, DI 97 357954 (R.218b) (3), HB 97 991353 last 
1997 prefi x (R.218bL), AT 97 991198, 998127/8 consecutive 
pair, 999337 test notes (R.218bTi) (4).   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $170 

   3386 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) BO 97 998588, 
BW 97 998133, 195, 495, 999091, 286, 344 test notes 
(R.218bTi).   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $100 

   3387 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) CP 97 999305, 333, 
493, CQ 97 990882, 900, CR 97 990743, 99, CS 97 998705, 
CV 97 998301, 636/7 consecutive pair, 859, CX 97 999369 
test notes (R.218bTi).   Uncirculated.  (13)  

 $200 

   3388 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998) BM, CA 98 373299 
different prefi xes with matching serial numbers (R.218c) (2); 
Macfarlane/Henry (2002) EE 05 536536 repeater number, 
536635 radar number, FM, GA, GC 05 2611944 different 
prefi xes with matching serial numbers (R.220c) (5).   The 
radar note with light corner fold but not creased, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (7)  

 $100 
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   3389 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998) BA 98 723050 fi rst 
prefi x (R.218cF), BM 98 373249, CD 98 946239, CK 98 
525981/3 consecutive trio (R.218c) (5), EA 98 975545/6 
consecutive pair, 551, 599 last prefi x notes (R.218cL) (4).   
Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $150 

   3390 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) BD 01, BE 01, BF 
01, BG 01, all with serial number 935539 (R.219) four 
consecutive prefi x radar numbers.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $120 

   3391 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA 01 120093/4, 
126192/3 fi rst prefi x consecutive pairs (R.219F) (4), JD 01 
773126/131 six consecutive last prefi x notes (R.219L) (6).   
Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $100 

   3392 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA 01 122440, 
124676, 807, 812, 877, 148786, 149765 fi rst prefi x notes 
(R.219F) (7), EF 01 762762/4 consecutive trio including a 
repeater number, FC 01 826850, FJ 01 009237/8 consecutive 
pair, GA 01 932382, GC 01 501682 (R.219) (8), JD 01 
681447, 773124, 787451, 848060 last prefi x notes (R.219L) 
(4).   Uncirculated.  (19)  

 $150 

     

 3393* 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) GF 05 111111 solid 
number (R.220c).   Uncirculated.   

 $200 

     

 3394* 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BE 05 333333 
(R.220c) solid number.   Uncirculated and scarce.   

 $200 

   3395 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) EA 02 178594/5 last 
2002 dated prefi x consecutive pair (R.220aL) (2), (2003) BA 
03 013706/7, 718/9, 730/1, 014237/8, 015143/4, 024147/8 
consecutive pairs, 014271/3, 480/2 consecutive trios, all fi rst 
2003 prefi x issues (R.220bF) (18), EA 03 229373/4 last 2003 
dated prefi x consecutive pair (R.220bL) (2).   Uncirculated.  
(22)  

 $180 

   3396 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BA 02 011735, 
013577 fi rst signature prefi x notes (R.220aF) (2), (2003) 
BA 03 various random numbers of fi rst 2003 dated prefi x 
(R.220bF) (29).   Uncirculated.  (31)  

 $250 

   3397 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2005) KC 05 936257/266 
ten consecutive, 967861/8 eight consecutive, 967871, 
976406 all last 2005 dated prefi x (R.220cL).   Uncirculated.  
(20)  

 $250 

   3398 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2005) BA 05 116918/9, 
921/2, 124208/9, 513/4, 516/7 consecutive pairs and 
124544, all fi rst 2005 dated prefi x (R.220cF) (11), (2006) 
HB 06 873452, 878701/2 consecutive pair, all last signature 
prefi x (R.220dL) (3); Stevens/Henry (2008) BA 08 698262/3 
consecutive pair of fi rst 2008 dated prefi x (R.221bF) (2), 
CJ 08 634707/10 four consecutive (R.221b) (4), HB 08 
928230/1 consecutive pair of last signature prefi x (R.221bL) 
(2).   Uncirculated.  (22)  

 $150 

   3399 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2006) BA 06 643027, ten 
dollars AA 06 943027, twenty dollars AA 06 213027, fi fty 
dollars AA 06 383027 (R.220dF, 320cF, 420dF, 520dF), 
all fi rst prefi x of 2006 dated notes with matching last four 
digits.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $120 

   3400 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2006) HB 06 936437, ten 
dollars GL 06 835946, twenty dollars JC 06 977197, fi fty 
dollars JC 06 969890 (R.220dL, 320cL, 420dL, 520dL), all 
last signature prefi xes.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $110 

   3401 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2006) HB 06 873890, ten 
dollars GL 06 832961, twenty dollars JC 06 977169, fi fty 
dollars JC 06 961209 (R.220dL, 320cL, 420dL, 520dL), all 
last signature prefi xes.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $110 

   3402 
  Five dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) HB 07 392676, ten 
dollars GL 07 522676, twenty dollars JC 07 722676, fi fty 
dollars DA 07 822676 (R.221aL, 321aL, 421aL, 521aL), 
all last prefi xes of 2007 dated notes with matching last four 
digits.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $110 
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   3403 
  Five dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) BA 07 538302, ten 
dollars AA 07 268302, twenty dollars AA 07 338302, fi fty 
dollars AA 07 178302 (R.221aF, 321aF, 421aF, 521aF), 
all fi rst signature prefi xes with matching last four digits.   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $110 

   3404 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 30 421039 (R.214); ten 
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial second release, 
AB 57 986889 last prefi x (R.310bl).   Nearly uncirculated; 
creases, very fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   3405 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) to one hundred dollars, 
Stevens/Henry (2008) in Vort Ronald interleaves album for 
polymer notes, many fi rst and last prefi xes including light 
green serials AB19 (R.214iL), (R.310a, F, L,) all in black 
Lighthouse album.   Uncirculated.  (128)  

 $4,500 

   3406 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBC 818738 (R.301); 
Coombs/Randall (1967) SFG 913018 (R.302).   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $350 

   3407 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991) 
(R.301-5, 306a, b, 307a, b, 308, 309, 310, 310b pair and 
single (very fi ne); 312 pair, 313).   Uncirculated.  (18)  

 $250 

   3408 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.302F) SDR 615045, 
fi rst prefi x.   Good very fi ne.   

 $150 

   3409 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.302) SES 676951.   
Good very fi ne.   

 $60 

   3410 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) SDU 357835, SEC 
506027, SEG 570885, SEP 120993, SFA 426401, SFK 
801539, SFP 749286 (R.302).   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  
(7)  

 $350 

   3411 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) SES 331235 (R.302); 
Phillips/Randall (1968) SNC 393587, SPH 746143 (R.303) 
(2), STG 295904 last prefix (R.303L).   The first good 
extremely fi ne, the last with some dirt staining at left side 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne, the other two extremely fi ne 
- nearly uncirculated.  (4)  

 $300 

   3412 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) STY 403417, TAS 
254371 (R.304), (1974) TCP 413416 (R.305).   All with some 
toning, otherwise extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   3413 
  Ten dollars.   Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic centre thread 
THD 566299, THT 865756 (R.306a).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 

   3414 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) UVP 535568 (R.309), 
(1988) Bicentennial second release AB 10 795533 fi rst prefi x 
(R.310bF); Fraser/Cole (1991) plate letter 1P MLR 598471 
(R.313a), plate letter 1Q MRR 489573, 614326 last prefi x 
issues (R.313aL) (2).   The second note with small (5cm) crease 
at top edge, otherwise uncirculated.  (5)  

 $220 

     

 3415* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988), AB 10 966824 
(R.310aF), fi rst serial prefi x of fi rst release.   Uncirculated.   

 $300 

     

 3416* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988), AB 33 937239; AB 33 
967458 (R.310aL), two singles of last prefi x of fi rst release.   
Uncirculated and rare.  (2)  

 $1,200 

     

 3417* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988), AB 10 471529/30 
(R.310bF), consecutive pair of fi rst serial of second release.   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $500 
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   3418 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial second 
release AB 10 795553/4 consecutive pair of fi rst prefi x 
(R.310bF).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $400 

     

 3419* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988), AB 57 921502/3 
(R.310bL), consecutive pair of last serial prefi x of second 
release.   Uncirculated and rare thus.  (2)  

 $1,500 

   3420 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) without plate letter, MQS 
951715/814 bank pack of one hundred consecutive notes 
(R.313b).   Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,500 

   3421 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) without plate letter, MQS 
951514/613 bank pack of one hundred consecutive notes 
(R.313b).   Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,500 

   3422 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.316a) bank pack of one 
hundred notes with number breaks, noted repeater number 
DE 93 210210.   With Reserve Bank banknote envelope, the 
fi rst note with corner fold, otherwise uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,500 

   3423 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) BG 93 024039, CB 93 
793057, CH 93 040478/9 consecutive pair, FC 93 886088, 
GB 93 460187/8 consecutive pair, HF 93 684390 (R.316a).   
Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $150 

   3424 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) to MacFarlane/Henry 
(2003) (R.316aF; 318bF; 318cF, L; 320aF, L; 320bF, L).   
Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $200 

   3425 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) AA 94 007230 fi rst prefi x 
(R.316bF).   Uncirculated.   

 $250 

     

 3426* 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994), AA 94 694878 (R.316biL) 
and DF 94 906428 (R.316bL), fi rst serial prefi x grey shading 
Dobell and last serial prefi x blue shading.   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $500 

   3427 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 001276 blue serials 
(McD DYF 14), twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 
001276 black serials (McD DYF 16), both ex decimal dated 
annual issue set.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

   3428 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1996) DC 97 850912 
(R.318b), (1998) BJ 98 402008 (R.318c); Macfarlane/
Henry (2002) AA 02 010007, 170491, 436398 fi rst prefi x 
issues (R.320aF) (3), GL 02 877359 last prefi x (R.320aL).   
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $100 

   3429 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA 06 043073/4 
consecutive pair of fi rst 2006 dated notes (R.320cF) (2), 
GL 06 901878/9 consecutive pair of last signature prefi x 
(R.320cL) (2).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $80 

   3430 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) FB, FD, FE 06 953574 
different prefi xes with matching serial numbers (R.320c).   
Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   3431 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2003) AA 03 031150, 
039680, 106617 fi rst prefi x 2003 dated notes (R.320bF) 
(3), DF 03 109389/90 consecutive pair, 428041, 504494, 
505545, 546762 last prefi x 2003 dated notes (R.320bL) 
(6).   Uncirculated.  (9)  

 $170 

   3432 
  Ten dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) AA 08 520366/7 
consecutive pair of fi rst prefi x 2008 dated notes (R.321bF) 
(2), BA 08 560388, 390/2 consecutive trio (R.321b) (4), 
DF 08 529070/1 consecutive pair of last signature prefi x 
(R.321bL) (2).   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $150 
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   3433 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser and MacFarlane/Evans, 1988-
1998, tenth anniversary of polymer notes (2) in premium 
folders, AA 04 064978 and AB 98 000579, AA 04 064979 
and AB 98 000580; fi ve dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (2001) 
Centenary of Federation, AA 01 002257, in folder; also 
philatelic numismatic covers, 1994 (3) Year of the Family, 
1995 (5) End of WWII Anniversary, 1997 (5) Sir Donald 
Bradman Tribute, 2003 (5) Queen Elizabeth Golden Jubilee.   
Uncirculated - used.  (21)  

 $200 

   3434 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAE 009189 
(R.401); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XFN 410903 (R.404), 
Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic centre thread XHE 333395 
(R.406a).   Centre fold, good extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated.  (3)  

 $190 

   3435 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1996) to Fraser/Evans 
(1993) (R.401-5, 406a, b, 407a, 408, 409a, 412, 413, 
415).   The Coombs/Randall fl attened of centre fold, nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated.  (13)  

 $900 

Spectacular Run of Eleven Coombs/Randall
 Twenty Dollars   

  

 3436* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 697943/53 
(R.402) eleven consecutive notes.   A spectacular run of the 
key Australian decimal note, virtually uncirculated except 
for a trace of pay packet folds, probably the largest such run 
and unique as such.  (11)  

 $27,500 

   3437 
  Twenty dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic side thread 
XKV 458675/7 consecutive trio (R.406b).   Centre fold, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (3)  

 $350 

   3438 
  Twenty dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) Gothic side thread VAR 
588950, VAZ 409077 (R.407a).   Uncirculated; centre fold, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $110 

   3439 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB EEG 983509, 
EGP 094063, EHS 576501 (R.409a); Phillips/Fraser (1989) 
EXR 561651 (R.411); Fraser/Higgins (1990) RCD 986152 
(R.412).   The third note with foxing, very fi ne, the rest very 
fi ne - good very fi ne.  (5)  

 $120 

   3440 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) EUC 177021/4 
four consecutive (R.409a) (4), Fraser/Higgins (1990) EYE 
374517/9 three consecutive fi rst prefi x (R.412F) (3).   Centre 
fold, otherwise uncirculated.  (7)  

 $300 

     

 3441* 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) Gothic EJY 416515 
fi rst prefi x (R409bF).   Uncirculated.   

 $300 

   3442 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) ELK 911090 
(R.409b) gothic.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3443 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) Gothic EJY 986679 
fi rst prefi x (R409bF), EKK 748531, EKS 855602 (R.409b) 
(2).   Very fine; extremely fine; bottom edge trimmed, 
otherwise good extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $200 

   3444 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) RBD 647349/51 three 
consecutive (R.412).   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $150 

   3445 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) AAA 884799/800 
consecutive pair, NPA issue (R.413i).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $120 

   3446 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) to Stevens/Henry (2008) 
(R.416a (2); 418bF (2); 420aF,L pair of each; 420bF,L; 
420cF,L pair of each; 420d; 421aF,L pair of each; 421bF 
pair).   Uncirculated.  (21)  

 $600 
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 3447* 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AJ 02 011011 
(R.420a) repeating trios number.   Uncirculated.   

 $120 

   3448 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA 02 118443 
fi rst signature prefi x (R.420aF), KM 02 992579 last 2002 
dated prefi x (R.420aL), (2005) AA 05 532344, 965055 fi rst 
2005 dated prefi xes (R.420cF) (2), GB 05 274695 last 2005 
dated prefi x (R.420cL).   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $130 

   3449 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA 06 480521/6 
(R.420dF) run of six consecutive of fi rst 2006 dated prefi x 
notes.   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $300 

   3450 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) JC 06 977191/4 
four consecutive last signature prefi x notes (R.420dL).   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 

     

 3451* 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AJ 05 165165 
(R.420c) repeating trios number.   Uncirculated.   

 $120 

   3452 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) JC 06 977199/202 
four consecutive last signature prefi x notes (R.420dL).   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 

     

 3453* 
  Twenty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) HB 07 333333 
(R.421a) solid number.   Uncirculated and scarce.   

 $200 

   3454 
  Twenty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) AA 08 971447/8 
consecutive pair of 2008 fi rst prefi x notes (R.421bF) (2), 
JC 08 715873/4 consecutive pair of 2008 last prefi x notes 
(R.421bL) (2), (2010) AA 10 572476 fi rst prefi x of 2010 
dated note (R.421cF), DA 10 583522 last signature prefi x 
(R.421cL).   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $150 

   3455 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.402F) XBQ 
076394; ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.302F) SDR 
505880, SDR 689254, SDR 765009.   Fine.  (4)  

 $250 

   3456 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 771773 
(R.402); ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.302) (3); 
fi ve dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.202) (3); two dollars; 
Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.82); one dollar, Coombs/Randall 
(1967) (R.72).   Fine.  (9)  

 $100 

   3457 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Fraser/Evans (1994) 
(R.505, 507, 508, 509a, b, 511, 512, 515).   The 507, 509b 
nearly uncirculated; others uncirculated.  (8)  

 $500 

   3458 
  Fifty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985), YBB 469823/8 
(R.509a), six consecutive notes.   Light centre bend, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated.  (6)  

 $350 

   3459 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) to Stevens/Henry (2008) 
(R.516aF; 518bF, 518b single and pair; 518c trio, 521aF, L; 
520b; 520cF, L, ED single; 520d, 521aF; 521F, EG single).   
Uncirculated.  (18)  

 $1,100 

   3460 
  Fifty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2003) CF 05 011811 
(R.520c).   Uncirculated.   

 $70 
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 3461* 
  Fifty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2003) CD 06 555555 
(R.520d) solid number.   Uncirculated and scarce.   

 $200 

     

 3462* 
  Fifty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) BK 08 232232 (R.521a) 
radar and repeating trios number.   Uncirculated and scarce.   

 $150 

   3463 
  Fifty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) AA 08 654832/3 
consecutive pair of 2008 fi rst prefi x notes (R.521bF) (2), 
MD 08 988771/2 consecutive pair of 2008 last prefi x notes 
(R.521bL) (2).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $250 

   3464 
  Fifty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) AA 08 664872 fi rst prefi x 
of 2008 dated note (R.521bF), (2009) AA 09 574744/5 
consecutive pair of 2009 fi rst prefi x notes (R.521cF) (2), 
SF 09 613958/9 consecutive pair of 2009 last prefi x notes 
(R.521cL) (2), (2010) AA 10 412756 fi rst prefi x of 2010 
dated note (R.521dF), GB 10 757349 last prefi x of 2010 
dated note (R.521dL).   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $400 

   3465 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAY 351684/93 
ten consecutive, also ZBA 351612 (R.608).   With Reserve 
Bank banknote envelope, all with teller fl ick mark at top right 
corner, the second with centre fold, otherwise uncirculated.  
(11)  

 $1,250 

   3466 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) to Fraser/Cole 
(1991) (R.608 (3), 609 (2), 612 (2), 613 (4, one is ZLD)).   
Very good - uncirculated.  (11)  

 $1,100 

   3467 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985), ZDS 
178658/60; 63/66; ZBC and ZEE singles (R.609).   The 
eighth only very fi ne, others good extremely fi ne to nearly 
uncirculated.  (9)  

 $950 

   3468 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) to MacFarlane/
Evans (1999) (R.616 EG 96 (run of four) GK 96 (2); 618b 
AC 99762151/3, 164/6, two trios).   Uncirculated.  (12)  

 $1,300 

   3469 
  One hundred dollars,   MacFarlane/Evans (1999) to Stevens/
Henry (2008) (R.618bL pair; DL single, BJ single and pair, 
AC run of four; 621a).   Uncirculated.  (19)  

 $1,200 

   3470 
  One hundred dollars,   MacFarlane/Evans (1999) AC 
99 76219/36 and 141/50 (R618b) run of eight and ten 
consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (18)  

 $1,900 

   3471 
  One hundred dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2008) AA 08 240125/6 
consecutive pair of fi rst signature prefi x (R.621aF) (2), EL 
08 620061, 063 last prefi x of 2008 dated notes (R.621aL) 
(2).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $500 

   3472 
  One hundred dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2008) AA 10 626447 
fi rst prefi x of 2010 dated note (R.621bF), EL 10 988981 last 
prefi x of 2010 dated note (R.621bL).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $250 

   COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES 

   3473 
  Twenty Fifth Anniversary set,   1991, pre-decimal and 
decimal, last and fi rst prefi xes serials all ending 537, total 
of eight notes in presentation album in slip case, set No 
482/800.   Uncirculated.   

 $4,500 

   3474 
  Triple Anniversary set, 1994, of five,   fifty and one 
hundred dollars, all fi rst serial prefi xes, serials ending 537 
matching previous lot. In album in slipcase, set 482/800,   
uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

   3475 
  Triple Anniversary set, 1994, of fi ve,   fi fty and one hundred 
dollars, all fi rst prefi x NAA, YAA, ZAA 0000662.   In slip-case 
and album of issue, set No 603/800, uncirculated.   

 $1,500     

 3476 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) first polymer issue 
overprinted 7 July 1992, AA 36 001025/7 and last paper 
issue QPG 461887/9, two note standard folders (McD $5 
F/LF2) (3, consecutive numbers); ten dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AA 05 106061 (McD $10 GF1).   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 
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   3477 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988-94) Last Issue green 
folder, LPP 934275 (McD $2 GF1a); ten dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AA 00 091267 fi rst prefi x, AA 
11 065429, AA 23 018291, 018314 last prefi x (McD $10 
GF1, GF2, GF3 [2]) (4); also New Zealand Kiwi Dollar 
Collection of mint one and two dollars and uncirculated 
banknotes, one dollar ANS 990646 and two dollars EPN 
990646.   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $240 

   3478 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988-94) Last Issue green 
folder, LPB 890895, LPR 890720, 936353 (McD $2 GF1a) 
(3); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) fi rst polymer issue 
overprinted 7 July 1992 AA 19 001792 and last paper 
issue QNF 462392, two note deluxe folder, and AA 37 
004814/QNC 462946, standard folder (McD $5 F/LF1, 2) 
(2); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) uncut pair, black serials, 
BM, CA 96 000455, folder number 1087 (McD $5 U18); 
Australian decimal training notes set of 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 
100 dollars used in training bank staff.   Uncirculated.  (12)  

 $90 

   3479 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) first polymer issue 
overprinted 7 July 1992 AA 34 000213 and last paper issue 
QNS 462069, two note deluxe folder (McD $5 F/LF1); fi ve 
dollars, 1997, 30th Anniversary 'Famous Fives', set of three, 
red overprint, Fraser/Cole (paper), Fraser/Evans (polymer, 
two types) Premium folder numbers 228 and 917 (McD $5 
GF6) (2); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AA 
06 123795/830/909 (McD $10 GF1) (3).   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $170 

   3480 
  Five dollars,   Low Numbered folders, Fraser/Evans (1994) 
premium folder, AA 94 000701 (McDYF 1), deluxe folders 
AA 94 002478, 005141, 006059 (McDYF 2) (3), (1995) 
deluxe folders AA 95 002268, 002948, 005062 (McDYF 
6) (3), (1996) deluxe folder AA 96 004476 (McDYF12).   
Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $250 

   3481 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996), commemorative folder, 30 
years of decimal currency, fi ve dollar note and stamp pack 
(1996); also last paper and fi rst polymer issue folders for fi ve 
(1992) and ten (1993) dollars.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $60 

   3482 
  Five dollars,   McFarlane/Evans (2001) Centenary of Federation 
ANDA Collector Issue, sets of six different Coin, Stamp and 
Note Fairs issues with matching consecutive number sets 
1044/5 with consecutive numbered notes and consecutive 
prefi xes, Perth EE 01907264/5, Hobart EF 01907264/5,  
Brisbane EG 01907264/5, Sydney EH 01907264/5, Adelaide 
EI 01907264/5, Melbourne EJ 01907264/5 (McD AN-1).   
Uncirculated.  (2 sets of 6)  

 $170 

   3483 
  Circulating Polymer Notes,   1996, Reserve Bank Portfolio, 
certifi cate no 615 (serials end 615).   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   3484 
  Circulating Polymer Notes,   1996 Reserve Bank Portfolio, 
of fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, all notes 
00 96 000662.   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   3485 
  Five dollars - fi fty dollars,   low numbered year sets, deluxe 
(black serials) and premium (red serials) issues 1994 (4 
notes), 1995 (7 notes extra fi ve dollars deluxe), 1996 (8 
notes); fi rst and last two note folders 1992-1996 for fi ve (1st 
day embossed), ten, fi fty (1st day) and one hundred dollars 
(1st day); single note folder, ten dollars (1988), twenty dollars 
(2 different) and fi fty dollars.   Uncirculated.  (29 notes)  

 $750 

   3486 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AA 07 
077770 radar number, 098514 (McD $10 GF1) (2), AA 23 
054513 last prefi x (McD $10 GF3).   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   3487 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AA 00 
060477/9 (McD $10 GF2), three consecutive fi rst prefi xes.   
Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $300 

   3488 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser, 1988.   In commemorative 
folders, uncirculated.  (10)  

 $90 

   3489 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1958), AA 19, four consecutive 
(R.310); fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.214, AB/16 four 
consecutive).   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $70 

   3490 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) first polymer issue 
overprinted 1 November 1993 AA 93 008215/6 and Fraser/
Cole (1993) last paper issue MRR 637107/89, consecutive 
two note deluxe folders (McD $10 F/LF1).   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $150 

   3491 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) first polymer issue 
overprinted 1 November 1993 AL 93 001347 and Fraser/
Cole (1993) last paper issue MPX 996039, two note standard 
folder (McD $10 F/LF2).   Uncirculated.   

 $60 

   3492 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993), with Telecom ten dollar 
phonecard, in a folder issued by Note Printing Australia to 
commemorate the 100th anniversary of Waltzing Matilda.   
Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $70 

   3493 
  Ten dollars,   Low Numbered folders, Fraser/Evans (1994) 
deluxe folder AA 94 007732 (McDYF 6), (1995) deluxe 
folder AA 95 001869 (McDYF 8).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $110 
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   3494 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1993) 80th Anniversary Issue, 
red overprint and red serial number M 000497 and matching 
folder number, scarce Brisbane Coin & Banknote Fair issue 
(McD $20 GF1b).   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3495 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans ADK 630179, with silver 
one dollar (1997), in folder to commemorate Sir Charles 
Kingsford Smith; ten dollars, Evans/Fraser AA94 005067, 
low numbered serial uncirculated pack; two dollars, Johnston/
Fraser LPS 934458, in collector folder.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $80 

   3496 
  Twenty dollars,   1997 note and silver dollar coin portfolio; 
1994 note and stamp portfolio; fi fty dollars, 1995 note 
and stamp portfolio; 1997 note and coin collection, set No 
908/1500.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $400 

   3497 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut half sheet of twenty 
QDK - QFA 001708 (McD $5 U2), uncut block of four 
QDN, P, X, Y 000821 (McD $5 U4).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $170 

   3498 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990), uncut blocks of four 
QEK, L, U, V 00840/4, fi ve consecutive blocks from the same 
position on sheets (McD.U4).   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $250 

   3499 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) uncut block of four, red 
serials, CL, CM, DG, DH 96 000026, folder number 0205 
(McD $5 U14), with top selvedge showing print run details; 
ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) consecutive uncut 
blocks of four, red serials, AF, AG, BB, BC 97 010111 and 
AH, AI, BD, BE 010111, consecutive folder numbers 0883/4 
(McD $10 U19), the second block with bottom traffi c lights 
selvedge.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $250 

   3500 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) uncut blocks of four with 
black serials DA/M; and EA 96000245 also red serials a 
block DE, F/M, EA 96 000090.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $150 

   3501 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) commemorative 
polymer issue, AA01 - DA01 000945, uncut sheet of forty 
notes (Mc $5 U 21; R.219).   Uncirculated, with certifi cate, 
only 400 issued.  (40)  

 $300 

   3502 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994), uncut sheet of forty notes, 
all with serial 000025 (McD.U16).   In mailing tube, nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $600 

   3503 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) uncut block of four, 
red serials, AA, AB, AJ, AK 97 010035, folder number 0273 
(McD $10 U19), with top selvedge showing printing run 
details; another vertical uncut pair, red serials, BF, BG 97 
010336, folder number 0209 (McD $10 U21).   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $160 

   3504 
  One hundred dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2000) block of four 
and vertical pair in red serials; Centenary of Federation set of 
folders; First and Last two dollars folder (1988); USA, uncut 
vertical block of four two dollars (1976).   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $800 

 


